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School terms 

Vocabulary box:  

Presentation, project, teamwork, pairs, organisation, outline, proofreading, 

experiment, reference, lecture, tutor, teacher, attendance, specialist, knowledge, 

faculty, bachelor’s, master's, schedule, management, leadership, questionnaire, 

statistic, percentage, laboratory, school, university, college. 

Note: North Americans pronounce ‘laboratory’ in three syllables: lab-bra-tory. British 

English speakers pronounce the same word using four syllables: lab-or-a-tory. 

Examples:  

 1. Complete the notes below. 

 Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer. 

  

Ref: IELTS Practice Test Plus 1: Test 1, Track1: 28:41” 

Answer: 21: Out and about   22: (the) university campus 

Research details: 

Title of the project: 21………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Focus of project: entertainment away from 22 ……………………………………………. 



 

 

 2. What instructions were the students given about their project? 

 A they must do this 

 B they can do this if they want to 

 C they can’t do this  

 Write the correct letter, A, B or C next to the questions 21- 25. 

 21 Choose a writer from a list provided.    …………….. 

 22 Get biographical information from the Internet.  …………….. 

 23 Study a collection of poems.      …………….. 

 24 Make a one-hour video.        …………….. 

 25 Refer to key facts in the writer’s life.       …………….. 

 Ref: IELTS Practice Test Plus 2: Test 1, Track1: 14:30” 

Answer: 21: A  22: C   23: B  24: C  25: B  



 

 

Subjects in school 

Vocabulary box: 

Mathematics (Maths), Science, English, Physical Education (PE), Art, Music, 

Geography, Biology, Chemistry, History. 

Example:  

Complete the flow chart below. 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-g, next to the questions 

26-30. 

 

 

 

 

 

LESSON OUTLINE YEAR THREE 

TOPIC: ENERGY 

ACTIVITIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Identify sequence.  B Ask questions. 

C Copy.    D Demonstrate meaning. 

E Distribute worksheet.  F Draw pictures. 

G Present sentences. 

Teacher: Introduce word 

Pupils: look and listen 

Teacher: 26 ……………………. 

Pupils: look and listen 

Teacher: present question 

Pupils: respond 

Teacher: 27 …………………… 

Pupils: 28 ……………………… and expand 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ref: IELTS Practice Test Plus 3: Test 2, Track3: 03:25” 

Answer: 26. D  27. G  28. C  29. A  30. E 

 

  

Teacher: Display pictures 

Pupils: 28 ………………………  Teacher: 30 ……………………. 

Pupils: write 

Teacher: Monitor pupils 



 

 

Subjects in university  

Vocabulary box: 

Commerce, science, psychology, engineering, marketing, sociology, medicine, history, 

geography, architecture, law, philosophy, economics, education, inter-disciplinary 

course, individual study.  

Examples:  

What does each university facility have? 

Choose your answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to the 

questions 24-27. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24 Library   ………… 

25 Computer centre ………… 

26 Photomedia  ………… 

27 Time based media …………   

Ref: IELTS Practice Test Plus 2: Test6, Track3: 03:56” 

Answer: 24. D  25. G  26. C   27. E 

A laboratories 

B rooms for individual study 

C inter-disciplinary focus 

D introductory course 

E purpose-built premises 

F cafeteria 

G emphasis on creative use 



 

 

Examination and presentation 

Vocabulary box 

Assessment, test, revision, pass, fail, repeat, supervise, supervisor, assess, exam, 

results, degree, certificate.  

Note:  

Examples:  

 1. Choose THREE letters A-H. 

Write THREE thing do Phil and Stella still have to decide? 

 A How to analyse their results 

 B their methods of presentation 

 C the design of their questionnaire 

 D the location of their survey 

 E weather variables to be measured  

 F the dates of their survey 

 G the size of their survey 

 H the source of data on weather variables 

Ref: IELTS Practice Test Plus 2: Test3, Track3: 05:29” 

Answer: B, F, H 

 

2. Which bar chart represents the marks given by the tutor?  

 
Ref: IELTS Practice Test Plus 2: Test 4, Track3: 05:30” 



 

 

Answer: C 

Rating and qualities   

Vocabulary box 

Expensive, cheap, reasonable, satisfactory, dangerous, poor quality, satisfied, 

disappointed, efficient, luxurious, safe, strongly recommended, coloured, spotted, 

striped. 

Examples:  

Complete the chart about different music clubs below. 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS or use ONE of the symbols for each answers. 

 

Ref: IELTS Practice Test Plus 1: Test1, Track1: 32:58” 

Answer: 27. ×  28.  South American  29. √   30. √√ 

  



 

 

Words for appendix: 

- Subjects:  

science, politics, architecture, law, geography, history, biology, archaeology, 

literature, statistics, mathematics, performing arts, visual arts, logic, physics, 

psychology, anthropology, economics, philosophy,  chemistry, humanities, business 

management, agriculture. 

- Studying at college/university:  

course outline, group discussion, handout, research, Proofreading, experiment, 

written work, report writing, experience, reference, textbook, student advisor, 

teamwork, module, topic, dictionary, laptop, printer, assessment, library, 

department, computer centre, classroom, attendance, deadline, give a talk, speech, 

lecture, tutor, main hall, computer laboratory, certificate, diploma, placement test, 

facilities, college, dining room, specialist, knowledge, international, 

accommodation, overseas students, full-time, homestay, primary, secondary, 

intermediate, media room, commencement, dissertation, leaflet,  school reunion,  

feedback, tasks, outcomes, advanced, introductory, extra background, resources 

room, staff,  higher education, guidelines, post-secondary, faculty, pupils, pencil, 

supervisor, bachelor’s degree, compound, foreign students, schedule, vocabulary, 

student support services, student retention, publication,  registrar’s office, stationery. 


